It is noted that expressions for the T = T,. n-spin correlation functions of a two-dimensional Ising system obtained by continuum methods do agree with exact results for restricted geometries. This leads to the conjecture that the continuum result is true for all n and all geometries. Speculation regarding the behavior of these functions away from T = T,. are made.
I. INTROOU (1) are the same for the geometric situation~here all the r, 's are collinear. As noted above, the observation for n =4 requires the trivial algebra of bringing Eq.
(2) to a common denominator. For n & 4, " the argument we found is somewhat baroque.
We study the fourth power of the correlation function. From Eq. {1)we find n-SPIN CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR THE. . .
The square of Eq. (2) is likewise a sum of such terms. The proof of the equality of the two expressions proceeds by induction. %'e note that both Eqs. (1) and (2) 
